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An Incremental Hybrid System Diagnoser Automaton
Enhanced by Discernibility Properties

Jorge Vento, Louise Travé-Massuyès, Vicenç Puig, and Ramon Sarrate

Abstract—This paper proposes a method to track the sys-
tem mode and diagnose a hybrid system without building an
entire diagnoser off-line. The method is supported by a hybrid
automaton (HA) model that represents the hybrid system con-
tinuous and discrete behavioral dynamics. This model is built
on request through parallel composition of the component HA
models. Diagnosis is performed by interpreting the events and
measurements issued by the physical system directly on the
HA model. This interpretation allows us to construct the use-
ful parts of the diagnoser developing only the branches that
are required to explain the occurrence of incoming events. The
resulting diagnoser adapts to the system operational life and is
much less demanding in terms of memory storage than the entire
diagnoser. In addition to this feature, the proposed framework
subsumes previous works in that it copes with both structural
and nonstructural faults. The method is validated by the appli-
cation to a case study based on the sewer network of the city of
Barcelona.

Index Terms—Discrete event systems, fault diagnosis, hybrid
automaton (HA), hybrid systems, sewer systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE majority of real systems are controlled on-line and
supervised by means of automatic computer-based con-

trol systems. The behavior of these systems arises from
continuous plant dynamics that can be described by contin-
uous state variables and supervisory control that generates
actuator signals at discrete-time points to change regula-
tor set-points or the plant configuration. Diagnosing these
systems is a real issue as they are subject to faults that
may appear in any of the plant components, in sensors or
actuators [15], [27], [29], [30].

These complex systems are modeled using hybrid models
that integrate continuous and discrete dynamics. These often
take the form of hybrid automaton (HA) models [22] or hybrid
bond graph models [16], [27]. Then, this model can support
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the monitoring of the system, fault diagnosis and control tasks.
Model-based online diagnosis requires quick and robust recon-
figuration processes when a mode change occurs, as well as
the ability to keep the nominal behavior of the system on track
during transient states [12].

A HA models the real behavior of the system through
a set of operation modes and a set of transitions between
modes which trigger upon discrete events or based on con-
tinuous state conditions. Continuous dynamics within each
mode are described by a set of algebraic differential equa-
tions which constrain the continuous state, input and output
variables. Input and output variables are measured. Discrete
events may be observable or unobservable. Observable events
may represent commands issued by the controller or changes
in state variables recorded by sensors (i.e., when a state vari-
able crosses a threshold). Unobservable events may represent
failure events or other events that cause changes in the system
state not directly recorded by sensors.

This paper focuses on the HA framework and pro-
poses a method to track the system mode and diagnose
hybrid systems. It takes advantage of the methods presented
in [15], [29], and [30] to propose an enhanced diagnoser that
is built incrementally on-line, avoiding the construction and
storage of the entire diagnoser. Indeed, diagnosis is directly
performed by interpreting the events and measurements issued
by the physical system on the HA model. This interpretation
allows us to build incrementally the useful parts of the diag-
noser, developing only the branches that are required to explain
the occurrence of incoming events. Generally, a hybrid system
operates in a small region compared to the entire behav-
ioral space defined by the HA states. A significant gain can
hence be expected from the proposed approach. Moreover, the
proposed framework subsumes previous works in the sense
that structural and nonstructural faults are considered at the
same time.

The structure of this paper is the following. In Section II, a
review of the previous methods to diagnose hybrid systems is
presented. In Section III, the hybrid model and an overview
of the proposed method are provided. In Section IV, the prin-
ciples of the proposed method to diagnose faults in hybrid
systems is presented. Section V presents the method to build
the hybrid system diagnoser incrementally as well as its imple-
mentation. In Section VI, an application case study based on
the sewer network of Barcelona is used to assess the validity
of the proposed approach. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in
Section VII.
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II. RELATED WORK

The problem of hybrid system diagnosis has been studied
by several researchers. Recently in the literature, model-
based techniques have been proposed to diagnose hybrid
systems by both the fault detection and isolation (FDI) and
artificial intelligence diagnosis community (DX) communi-
ties.1 In the FDI approach, diagnosis is based on the use
of a HA to track the system mode [6], [15], [30], com-
bining continuous and discrete techniques to detect and
isolate faults. On the other hand, in the DX approach,
Daigle [16] and Narasimhan and Biswas [27] have proposed
alternative ways to diagnose hybrid systems such as the hybrid
bond graph formalism where, unlike for hybrid automata
models, preenumeration of all system modes is avoided by
generating models at runtime as mode switches occur.

In the literature, many of the methods to diagnose
hybrid systems are based on multiple model filtering
methods [11], [21] and particle filtering methods [17], and
HA models have long been restricted to hybrid estimation
schemes exemplified by [8] and [22]. Only later, hybrid diag-
nosis approaches combining the discrete part of the hybrid
model with parity-space residuals appeared [6], [15], [31].
The method presented in these works relies on building off-
line a finite state machine called diagnoser [28], which is built
from the hybrid model. Residuals are generated for each mode
as explained in [6] and [31].

In [15] and [30], the operation modes represent nominal
behavior and diagnosis focuses on fault detection and isola-
tion of nonstructural faults, i.e., faults that do not change the
structure of the model. Additive faults like sensor and actua-
tor faults are typical nonstructural faults. A set of analytical
redundancy relations (ARR) are inferred from the set of equa-
tions in each mode and they are used to generate residuals. The
impact of nonstructural faults on the residuals of every mode
is assumed to be known and is captured by theoretical sig-
natures generated using the sensitivity concept [26]. Tracking
the system mode involves detecting that the set of residuals of
the current mode are different from zero and the set of resid-
uals of some successor mode are zero when evaluated from
the measurements.

Later, Vento et al. [31] proposed a method to build the
diagnoser based on the behavior automaton, which is obtained
accounting for the discernibility property of pairs of modes.
When there is an unobservable transition from one mode
to another, the transition may turn observable if the pair of
modes is discernible. The discernibility property can be veri-
fied through the set of residual expressions. On the other hand,
nonstructural faults can be integrated in the HA as operation
modes without continuous dynamics. The transition between
them may turn observable if detectability and isolability prop-
erties are fulfilled. These properties are determined through
the analysis of the fault signature matrix, which is based
on the sensitivity concept [25]. A fault signature matrix per
mode is generated and properties are verified analyzing its
columns.

1The FDI and DX communities are the model-based diagnosis communities
in the field of automatic control and artificial intelligence, respectively.

In [6], operation modes may be nominal or faulty, leading
to the capability of detecting and isolating structural faults.
The faulty behavior is represented by a dynamical continuous
model as for the case of nominal modes. A valve in stuck posi-
tion, opened or closed, is an example of a structural fault. As
in the previous case, unobservable transitions between modes
may turn observable by means of residuals based on the con-
cept of mode signature. The set of all residuals for each mode
are binarized and gathered in a vector. Discernibility is guar-
anteed as long as signatures are different. In both cases, the
resulting behavior automaton is then used to build the diag-
noser, following the methodology designed in [13] and [28].
The behavior automaton abstracts the information provided by
discernibility, detectability and isolability properties. It is rep-
resented by a finite state automaton including the operation
modes of the HA and adding new modes and events as long
as these properties are satisfied.

Recently, extensions to these methods have been proposed
to improve diagnosis performances. A method based on the
parameter uncertainty using a passive robust strategy can be
found in [33], where an adaptive threshold for residual eval-
uation is generated using the equivalence between the parity
space approach and input/output models. Another method pro-
posed in [32] allows to diagnose hybrid systems using a
diagnoser that reasons on components, considering nonlinear
models and including multiple fault detection hypotheses.

The main issue with these approaches is that the number of
states of the diagnoser grows exponentially with the number
of states of the HA and it may require too much memory
storage. In addition, generating the set of residuals for every
mode may also be a limiting factor, although some solutions
have been proposed for specific cases [7].

The proposed incremental diagnoser tries to alleviate these
complexity issues by the online adaptation of the diagnoser
design methodology presented in [5] and [6]. Other alternative
approaches to discrete event system (DES) diagnoser design
are suggested in [2], [3], [9], [19], and [20]. In [3] and [19], an
online Petri net diagnoser design methodology is proposed for-
mulating the fault diagnosis problem in terms of mathematical
programming. In [2], an incremental diagnosis methodology
for a special class of DES, called active systems, is pro-
posed. Timed DES are considered in [9] and [20], adapting
the diagnoser automaton approach in [28].

III. PROPOSED HYBRID DIAGNOSIS METHOD

A. Overview of the Method

Model-based diagnosis is based on the use of a model of
the system to detect and isolate faults. The estimated sys-
tem behavior described by the system model is compared
with the real behavior available through sensor measure-
ments [15], [31]. In particular, FDI algorithms for hybrid
systems take into account the current operation mode to gen-
erate a set of residuals, used to build consistency indicators
and to achieve the diagnosis task.

A scheme of the proposed method to diagnose hybrid sys-
tems is shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows several tasks
involved in online diagnosis.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual block diagram for the proposed method.

Mode tracking and diagnoser building are carried out syn-
chronously, considering the possible current modes of the
system and their successors. The original idea is to incre-
mentally build the hybrid diagnoser when events occur. This
includes building the hybrid model incrementally through
the composition of the automata (AC) describing the sys-
tem component behaviors. The set of linear equations
constituting the continuous model of the components are
parameterized as a function of the mode. The behavior
automaton includes so called signature-events, that abstract
the residual behaviors. Transitions labeled by unobserv-
able events in the HA may turn observable by means of
the signature-events thanks to the discernibility property
(see Section IV).

Both nonstructural and structural faults are included as
states of the automaton of the hybrid model. Hence, the
hybrid model includes nominal operation modes, structural
faulty modes, and nonstructural faulty modes. Two possi-
bilities exist to detect and isolate faults in the system. On
one hand, structural faults correspond to faulty modes with
their own continuous dynamical model. Therefore, the cor-
responding faulty mode is recognized when its consistency
indicators are in agreement with measurements. On the other
hand, nonstructural faults are characterized as disturbances on
the models of the other hybrid system modes. Based on the
fault sensitivity to faults, a fault signature matrix can be gen-
erated. Then, a consistency test is carried out, comparing the
set of observed consistency indicators with the columns of the
fault signature matrix.

As a consequence of including nonstructural faults as opera-
tion modes, those faults can be detected and isolated as a mode
change. As in previous approaches, consistency indicators may
increase transition observability. The discernibility property
has been used to predict if a mode change can be detected
and identified when the operation mode is described by a

continuous dynamic model [6], [15], [26]. Regarding nonstruc-
tural faults, discernibility properties are related to detectability
and isolability based on the fault signature matrix [26]. All
these properties are now captured in a unique and consistent
form thanks to a generalization of the concept of discernibility
which allows us to predict whether a faulty mode change has
occurred according to the nature of the mode.

The hybrid model and the behavior automaton are recal-
culated whenever the system reaches a new operation mode.
The incremental diagnoser builder block builds the corre-
sponding piece of the diagnoser. Once a piece of diagnoser
is built, the set of events linking the current diagnoser state
with their successors are taken into account to track the sys-
tem mode. Assuming that the current mode is known, the
set of residuals for the current mode and their successors
are generated and used in the residuals block. Hence, the
residuals block computes the consistency indicators needed
by the event processing block. The event processing block
detects the occurrence of an observable event: an input
event of the system or a signature-event generated by the
residuals.

Input events are identified instantaneously and signature-
events are determined by looking for those successor modes
whose consistency indicators are in agreement with measure-
ments, or checking the consistency indicators against the fault
signature matrix.

The on-line diagnosis block displays messages about the
current diagnoser state and the possible occurrence of a fault.
The number of system modes associated with a diagnoser state
depends on the hybrid system diagnosability. After an event
occurrence,2 the hybrid diagnoser traces the possible mode
changes and detects and isolates possible faults. Diagnosis
is based on the single fault assumption during the detection

2It is assumed that simultaneous events cannot occur.
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Fig. 2. Diagnoser building process.

phase. However, two faults can occur sequentially, as long as
the first one corresponds to a structural fault and the second
one to a nonstructural fault. Moreover, it is assumed that there
is a minimal time between state transitions according to the
dwell time of the HA.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed on-line diagnoser building pro-
cedure. The HA model is abstracted into a discrete-event
automaton (behavior automaton) which involves the events
from the model as well as signature-events built upon the
continuous signals and residual generators (see the event pro-
cessing block shown in Fig. 1). Next, the diagnoser is built
based on the methodology proposed in [28].

Provided source and destination modes are discernible,
signature-events turn observable a transition that is unobserv-
able in the original model. In such case, a transient mode is
inserted between the two discernible modes as shown in Fig. 2.

B. Hybrid Model

The system is composed by a set of components, denoted
by COMP , connected according to the system structure. We
assume that the behavior of a component Cj ∈ COMP is
governed by linear affine equations (algebraic or differential)
and parametrized with the mode. Model equations depend on
a set of physical variables, which are divided in two subsets,
unknown and known variables. The discrete event behavior of
each component is represented by an automaton.

The HA model results from an adaptation
of [5], [6], [24], and [31] but it is built incrementally.
Hence, it is considered a dynamic object which is updated
when a mode change is detected. The HA model results
from the incremental parallel composition of the component
automata and the parametrized linear equations of the system.
The dependence on time is captured by indexing with the
time instant k.

The incremental HA is given by HAk =<
Qk,X ,U ,Y,F ,Gk,Hk, �k, T k >, where:

1) Qk is a set of modes. Each qi ∈ Qk with |Qk| = nk
q

represents an operation mode, which may be a nominal
mode or a structural or nonstructural faulty mode of the
system i.e., Qk = Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

∪ Qk
Fns

;
2) q0 ⊆ Qk is a set of initial modes;
3) X ⊆ Rnx defines the continuous state space. x(k) ∈ X

is the discrete-time state vector and x0 the initial state
vector;

4) U ⊆ Rnu defines the continuous input space. u(k) ∈ U
is the discrete-time input vector;

5) Y ⊆ Rny defines the continuous output space. y(k) ∈ Y
is the discrete-time output vector;

6) F is the set of faults that can be partitioned into struc-
tural and nonstructural faults, i.e., F = Fs ∪Fns. Every
faulty mode qi ∈ Qk

Fs
or qi ∈ Qk

Fns
has a correspond-

ing fault fi ∈ Fs or fi ∈ Fns and is associated with
a fault event defined in the set �k

F . Modes associated
with structural faults have a dynamic model specify-
ing their continuous behavior, whereas those associated
with nonstructural faults have not. These faults are cap-
tured by the modification of the system dynamics they
imply. They are modeled by a vector fns impacting the
equations of the other modes;

7) Gk defines a set of discrete-time state affine functions
for each mode qi ∈ Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

x(k + 1) = Aix(k)+ Biu(k)+ Fxifns(k)+ Exi (1)

where Ai ∈ Rnx×nx , Bi ∈ Rnx×nu and Exi ∈ Rnx×1

are the state matrices in mode qi, fns(k) is the vector
representing nonstructural faults with Fxi being the fault
distribution matrix. The case fns(k) = 0 corresponds to
a nominal or structural fault behavior;

8) Hk defines a set of discrete-time output affine functions
for each mode qi ∈ Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

y(k) = Cix(k)+ Diu(k)+ Fyifns(k)+ Eyi (2)

where Ci ∈ Rny×nx , Di ∈ Rny×nu and Eyi ∈ Rny×1

are the output matrices in mode qi and Fyi is the fault
distribution matrix;

9) �k = �k
s ∪ �k

c ∪ �k
F is a set of events. Spontaneous

mode switching events (�k
s ), input events (�k

c ) and
fault events (�k

F = �k
Fs

∪ �k
Fns

) are considered. �k

can be partitioned into �k
o ∪ �k

uo where �k
o represents

a set of observable events and �k
uo represents a set

of unobservable events. �k
F ⊆ �k

uo, �k
c ⊆ �k

o and
�k

s ⊆ �k
uo ∪�k

o;

10) T k : Qk × �k → Qk is the transition function. The
transition from mode qi to mode qj labeled with an event
σ ∈ �k is denoted by T k(qi, σ ) = qj or by τij when the
event is of no interest.3

Alternatively, the model given by (1) and (2) can be
expressed in input–output form using the delay operator which
is denoted by p−1 and considering zero initial conditions, as
follows:

y(k) = Mi

(
p−1

)
u(k)+ ϒ i

(
p−1

)
fns(k)+ Emi

(
p−1

)
(3)

where

Mi

(
p−1

)
= Ci(pI − Ai)

−1Bi + Di (4)

ϒ i

(
p−1

)
= Ci(pI − Ai)

−1Fxi + Fyi (5)

Emi

(
p−1

)
=

(
Ci(pI − Ai)

−1Exi + Eyi

) p

p − 1
(6)

3It is assumed that there is only one transition from a given mode qi to a
given mode qj.
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TABLE I
TRANSITION FUNCTION DEFINED FOR THE HA

where Mi(p−1) represents the system input/output transfer
function, ϒ i(p−1) is the nonstructural fault transfer function,
and Emi(p

−1) is associated with the terms Exi and Eyi in the
state space model.

The automaton for a component C is defined by DAC =<
QC, �C, TC,�C >, where QC is the set of discrete modes
of the component, �C is the set of events associated to the
component automaton. These may be observable or unobserv-
able like events corresponding to the occurrence of a structural
fault. TC is the transition function and �C :QC → 2�C is the
active event function. It contains the set of all possible events
σC ∈ �C such that TC(qC, σC) is defined.

In this paper, the hybrid model is built incrementally
by combining the operation modes of the component mod-
els through the incremental parallel composition of their
automata [13]. Given two automata DAC1 and DAC2 , the
parallel composition is defined as

DAC1 ||DAC2 = Ac(QC1 × QC2 , �C1 ∪�C2 , T||, �||, (q01 , q02))

T||((q1, q2), σC)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(TC1(q1, σC), TC2(q2, σC)) if σC ∈ �C1(q1) ∩ �C2(q2)

(TC1(q1, σC), q2) if σC ∈ �C1(q1)\�C2

(q1, TC2(q2, σC)) if σC ∈ �C2(q2)\�C1

undefined otherwise
(7)

where Ac(G) is a unary operator that involves taking the
accessible part of G from its initial state.

On the other hand, the system model is given by the sets
of equations describing the component behaviors and their
interconnections. The component equations are parametrized
with the operation mode. The state space model of each
mode in the incremental hybrid model is hence represented
by (1) and (2), where state space matrices are instanti-
ated depending on the modes obtained in the incremental
composition [1], [7].

Table I summarizes when the transition function in HAk is
possibly defined. The symbol “−” indicates that the transition
is not possible. Notice that transitions between nominal modes
and transitions from structural faulty modes to nonstructural
faulty modes are possible. Nevertheless, transitions from faulty
modes to nominal modes are not possible neither any transition
from nonstructural faulty modes.

Another aspect to consider is that the composition of com-
ponent automata is done for operation modes that belong to
Qk

N ∪Qk
Fs

. Nonstructural faulty modes are added a posteriori
to the resulting HA. Thus, the number of nonstructural modes
associated with each mode in Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

equals |Fns|.

IV. CONSISTENCY INDICATORS AND DISCERNIBILITY

A. Consistency Indicators for Diagnosis

In the hybrid framework, diagnosis is achieved both from
reported observable discrete events �o and continuous mea-
surements (y(k),u(k)). Referring to the later, we adopt the
common view of model-based diagnosis [10] and generate
residuals for each mode associated with a dynamic model.
These residuals are used to obtain consistency indicators.

Consider a mode qi ∈ Qk
N ∪ Qk

Fs
with dynamic model of

(1) and (2), then the set of residuals is given by

ri(k) = y(k)− Gi

(
p−1

)
u(k)− Hi

(
p−1

)
y(k)− Ei

(
p−1

)

(8)

where Gi(p−1), Hi(p−1), and Ei(p−1) represent the input–
output dynamic model for mode qi. These transfer func-
tions can be calculated using observers [26], for instance.
Alternatively, the parity space approach can be also used4 [14].
In fact, the equivalence between the two approaches has been
proved under certain conditions [18]. The observer model is
given by

Gi

(
p−1

)
= Ci(pI − Aoi)

−1Bi + Di (9)

Hi

(
p−1

)
= Ci(pI − Aoi)

−1Loi (10)

Ei

(
p−1

)
=

(
Ci(pI − Aoi)

−1Exi + Eyi

) p

p − 1
(11)

where Aoi = Ai − LoiCi and Loi is the observer gain.
Once the residuals have been generated, they are evalu-

ated with the measurements against a threshold, providing
consistency indicators of the following form:

ϕl
i(k) =

{
0 if |rl

i(k)| ≤ τ l
i

1 if |rl
i(k)| > τ l

i
(12)

where l ∈ {1, . . . , nri}, nri is the number of residuals for
mode qi and τ l

i is the threshold5 associated with residual
rl

i(k). Consistency indicators are then gathered in a vector
�i(k) = [ϕ1

i (k), . . . , ϕ
nri
i (k)].

To detect and isolate nonstructural faults, a theoretical
fault signature matrix FSi for mode qi is generated using
the concept of fault sensitivity, which is determined by the
expression

�i

(
p−1

)
=

(
I − Hi

(
p−1

))
ϒ i

(
p−1

)
(13)

where ϒ i is given by (5). Given the fault sensitivity of the jth
residual with respect to the lth nonstructural fault denoted as
�i( j, l) (i.e., the element ( j, l) of the sensitivity matrix �i),
the element ( j, l) of FSi is determined as follows:

FSi( j, l) =
{

1 if �i( j, l) 	= 0
0 if �i( j, l) = 0.

(14)

FSi( j, l) is 1 if the jth residual of mode qi is sensitive to the
lth fault, otherwise it is 0. For completeness one more column

4Any residual generation method available in the literature could be used
(see [10], [23]).

5The thresholds can be decided using any of the standard FDI threshold
generation approaches [10].
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with zero signature is added representing the nonstructural
fault free case. If fl is the lth nonstructural fault, the theo-
retical fault signature of fl, denoted as FSfl

i , is then given by
FSi(•, l).

B. Discernibility

Discernibility of two modes assesses whether these modes
can be distinguished based on continuous measurements. This
property is key for hybrid system mode tracking. In this
section, we analyze discernibility for the general situation
in which modes may be nominal or faulty and structurally
or non structurally. Starting with the definition proposed
by [15], we derive operational conditions based on the con-
tinuous dynamic models of the modes or on the deviations
that they imply on the continuous dynamics of the hybrid
system.

Definition 1: Two modes qi and qj are discernible iff there
exists at least a couple of signals (u(k), y(k)) consistent
with mode qi that are not consistent with mode qj and
viceversa.

From the properties of residuals, we have the following
result.

Proposition 1: Two modes qi and qj are nondiscernible
iff the consistency indicators of the two modes satisfy
�i(k) = �j(k) for any (u(k), y(k)) and any time instant k.

Proof: According to Definition 1 two modes qi and qj are
nondiscernible iff any couple of signals (u(k), y(k)) that are
consistent with mode qi are also consistent with mode qj,
and viceversa. Therefore, from the consistency indicator def-
inition (12), it follows that their corresponding consistency
indicator vectors �i(k) and �j(k) are equal.

We define the following function:

fdisc : Qk × Qk → {0, 1} (15)

where fdisc(qi, qj) = 1 iff the two modes qi and qj are dis-
cernible, and fdisc(qi, qj) = 0 otherwise. If two modes qi, qj

are discernible, we also say that the pair of modes (qi, qj) is
discernible.

The following definitions are related to discernibility.
Definition 2: Considering HAk, a mode change qi → qj

is detectable at time instant k if qi and qj are discernible
according to Definition 1.

Definition 3: Considering HAk, two mode changes, qi → qj

and qi → ql, are isolable if the following conditions are
satisfied at time instant k.

1) Both mode changes are detectable according to
Definition 2, or equivalently both (qi, qj) and (qi, ql) are
discernible.

2) The pair of modes (ql, qj) is discernible according to
Definition 1.

The conditions guarantying discernibility depend on the pair
of modes considered in HAk.

Three cases can be outlined.
Case 1: Let us consider a pair of modes that have an asso-

ciated continuous dynamic model of (1) and (2), represented
in input–output form (3). We have the following result.

Proposition 2: Two modes {qi, qj} ⊆ Qk
N ∪ Qk

Fs
are

nondiscernible if the following conditions are fulfilled:

Mi

(
p−1

)
= Mj

(
p−1

)
(16)

Emi

(
p−1

)
= Emj

(
p−1

)
(17)

where Mi, Emi, Mj, and Emj correspond to the input/output
model matrices given by (4) and (6), respectively.

As derived in the following proof, (16) and (17) guarantee
that consistency indicators of the two modes satisfy �i(k) = 0
and �j(k) = 0 for any (u(k), y(k)) and any time instant
k, hence proving nondiscernibility of the two modes with
reference to Proposition 1.

Proof: For mode i, the residual expression is given by

ri(k) =
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
y(k)− Gi

(
p−1

)
u(k)− Ei

(
p−1

)
.

(18)

Under no fault condition,6 ri(k) = 0 if measurements
(u(k), y(k)) are consistent with mode i. Therefore, the fol-
lowing equation holds:

y(k) = Mi

(
p−1

)
u(k)+ Emi

(
p−1

)
. (19)

For mode j, the residual expression is given by

rj(k) =
(

I − Hj

(
p−1

))
y(k)− Gj

(
p−1

)
u(k)− Ej

(
p−1

)
.

(20)

Replacing (19) into (20) leads to

rj/i(k) =
((

I − Hj

(
p−1

))
Mi

(
p−1

)
− Gj

(
p−1

))
u(k)

+
(

I − Hj

(
p−1

))
Emi

(
p−1

)
− Ej

(
p−1

)
(21)

which corresponds to the residual expression of mode j evalu-
ated with measurements corresponding to mode i. Therefore,
the following equalities must be satisfied in order to have a
zero residual:(

I − Hj

(
p−1

))
Mi

(
p−1

)
= Gj

(
p−1

)
(22)

(
I − Hj

(
p−1

))
Emi

(
p−1

)
= Ej

(
p−1

)
. (23)

Symmetrically, the residual expression of mode i evaluated
with measurements corresponding to mode j leads to

ri/j(k) =
((

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Mj

(
p−1

)
− Gi

(
p−1

))
u(k)

+
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Emj

(
p−1

)
− Ei

(
p−1

)
(24)

where the following equalities must be satisfied in order to
have a zero residual:(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Mj

(
p−1

)
= Gi

(
p−1

)
(25)

(
I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Emj

(
p−1

)
= Ei

(
p−1

)
. (26)

Therefore, the equalities (22), (23), (25), and (26) are
simultaneously satisfied if the following conditions hold:
Mi(p−1) = Mj(p−1) and Emi(p

−1) = Emj(p
−1).

The discernibility function can be evaluated using condi-
tions (16) and (17), which rely on the system model (1) and (2)
represented in input–output form (3).

6Without the effect of a nonstructural fault.
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Case 2: Let us consider a pair of modes corresponding to
nonstructural faults, that have a common predecessor mode.
This mode does not have a continuous dynamic model but
faults have a signature in the fault signature matrix.

The discernibility property involves comparing their corre-
sponding fault signatures.

Proposition 3: Two modes {qi1 , qi2} ⊆ Qk
Fns

associated

to nonstructural faults fns1 and fns2 respectively, such that
T k(qi, σfns1

) = qi1 and T k(qi, σfns2
) = qi2 for a given mode

qi ∈ Qk
N ∪ Qk

Fs
and σfns1

, σfns2
∈ �k

Fns
, are nondiscernible if

their residual fault sensitivities satisfy

�
fns1
i

(
p−1

)
= �

fns2
i

(
p−1

)
	= 0. (27)

Proof: According to (14), the sensitivity to a nonstructural
fault is given by a binary signature. For the two modes qi1

and qi2 , the signatures are FS
fns1
i and FS

fns2
i , respectively. If

the fault sensitivities are the same, then their signatures are
the same too. Then, the modes qi1 and qi2 are nondiscernible
if the following condition holds for any qi:

FS
fns1
i 	= FS

fns2
i 	= 0. (28)

Case 3: Let us consider a mode that has a continuous
dynamic model and another one which has not continuous
dynamic model, with a common predecessor mode. We have
the following result.

Proposition 4: A mode qj ∈ Qk
N ∪ Qk

Fs
and a mode

qiα ∈ Qk
Fns

associated with a nonstructural fault fnsα , such
that T k(qi, σ ) = qj and T k(qi, σfnsα

) = qiα for a given mode

qi ∈ Qk
N ∪ Qk

Fs
, σ ∈ �k

s ∪ �k
c ∪ �k

Fs
and σ ∈ �k

Fns
, are

nondiscernible if the following conditions are fulfilled:

Mj

(
p−1

)
− Mi

(
p−1

)
= �

fnsα
i

(
p−1

)
(29)

Emi

(
p−1

)
= Emj

(
p−1

)
(30)

u(k) = fnsα (k). (31)

Notice that the discernibility condition makes use of the
sensitivity function of the nonstructural faulty mode calculated
through the dynamic model of its predecessor mode.

Proof: This case can be deduced from cases 1 and 2.
Consider the following residual expressions:

ri/j(k) =
((

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Mj

(
p−1

)
− Gi

(
p−1

))
u(k)

+
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Emj

(
p−1

)
− Ei

(
p−1

)
(32)

that corresponds to the residual of mode qi evaluated with
measurements corresponding to mode ql and

ri/iα (k) =
((

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Mi

(
p−1

)
− Gi

(
p−1

))
u(k)

− Ei

(
p−1

)
+

(
I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Emi

(
p−1

)

+
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
ϒ i

(
p−1

)
fnsα (k) (33)

that corresponds to the residual expression of mode qi eval-
uated with measurement corresponding to mode qj under

Algorithm 1 Incremental_HA_Builder(qD(k))
1: Lh = ∅
2: for all qi ∈ qD(k) such that qi ∈ Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

do
3: Lh = Lh ∪ {qi}
4: end for
5: while Lh 	= ∅ do
6: Lh = Lh \ {qi}
7: for all fw ∈ Fns do
8: Qk := {qfw i} ∪ Qk−1.
9: T (qi, σfw) = qfw i.

10: end for
11: Update the model by incremental parallel composition.

12: for all σM ∈ �||(qi) do
13: T k(qi, σM) := T||(qi, σM).
14: if σM /∈ �k−1 then
15: �k := σM ∪�k−1.
16: end if
17: if qj /∈ Qk then
18: Qk := {qj} ∪ Qk−1.
19: Instantiate equations for this mode.
20: Compute residual expression for rj(•).
21: Classify qj into Qdisc.
22: if qj creates a new group νj in Qdisc then
23: Compute FSνj(•).
24: Update and store in knowledge-base.
25: end if
26: if σM ∈ �uo then
27: if (qi, qj) are non-discernible according to (15)

then
28: Lh = Lh ∪ {qj}
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: end for
33: end while

the nonstructural fault effect. Evaluating the difference
ri/iα (k)− ri/j(k), we obtain
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Mi

(
p−1

)
u(k)+

(
I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Emi

(
p−1

)
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
ϒ i

(
p−1

)
fnsα (k)

=
(

I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Mj

(
p−1

)
u(k)+

(
I − Hi

(
p−1

))
Emj

(
p−1

)
.

Hence, the pair of modes is nondiscernible if the following
conditions are satisfied:

Mj

(
p−1

)
− Mi

(
p−1

)
= �

fnsα
i

(
p−1

)

Emj

(
p−1

)
= Emi

(
p−1

)

assuming that u(k) and fnsα (k) are unitary steps.

V. HYBRID DIAGNOSIS

The incremental hybrid system diagnoser is a finite state
machine built from the behavior automaton which is obtained
from the incremental hybrid model HAk, as explained in
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the following subsections. It is used to achieve online
diagnosis.

A. Incremental Hybrid Model Building

At any instant k, the system can be operating in one of
the modes of the set called the belief mode and denoted by
qD(k). Algorithm 1 takes qD(k) as input and incrementally
builds the hybrid model whenever there is a change in the
system, i.e., when the consistency indicators of one of the
modes in the belief state change value or when an observable
event occurs. HAk is built by the parallel composition of com-
ponent automata from (7) along with parametrized equations
which allow one to obtain the model equations in (1) and (2)
for the modes that are introduced.

As can be seen in Algorithm 1, the branches generation
of HAk depends on the discernibility property between the
current mode and their successors. If some of them are nondis-
cernible implies that the event between them is unobservable.
The iterations of the algorithm stop when HAk is such that all
branches end with an observable event avoiding uncertainty in
the model. In the first iteration, HAk initially must contain at
least the initial mode and their successors, assuming they are
discernible.

Line 11 of Algorithm 1 updates the discrete part of HAk

using parallel composition. The parallel composition given
by (7) is adapted to generate only the successor modes of
a given mode qi. The function provides the set of successor
modes, the set of events and the transition function of this
iteration. The elements generated in every parallel composi-
tion are gathered in HAk. It is assumed that the incremental
initial mode (HAinit) is known and it is generated before the
diagnosis process starts.

In Algorithm 1, lines 7–10 add the successor nonstructural
faulty modes, whereas lines 13–16 add the successor nominal
and structural faulty modes using the information provided by
the incremental parallel composition. Lines 17–25 update the
knowledge-base whenever a new mode is generated. In order
to verify whether the branches of HAk should be extended one
more level further, the discernibility concerning the current
mode and its successors is analyzed (see lines 26–30).

Algorithm 1 also examines conditions to recognize whether
the current node has been previously considered (see line 17).
Since the states of the HA have a finite number of succes-
sor states, this algorithm is guaranteed to terminate in a finite
number of steps.

The system model parameterized as a function of the oper-
ation mode is composed from the whole set of equations of
the components and their interconnections (see line 19 of
Algorithm 1). The state space model of each mode can be
represented by (34) and (35). State space matrices depend
on system parameters and they are instantiated for the modes
obtained in the incremental composition

x(k + 1) = Aix(k)+ Biu(k)+ Fxif(k)+ Exi

+
nSi∑
j=1

μj
xi

S j
i (x(k),u(k))+

nDi∑
j=1

ψ j
xi

D j
i (x(k),u(k))

(34)

Fig. 3. Saturation and dead zone representation.

y(k) = Cix(k)+ Diu(k)+ Fyif(k)+ Eyi

+
nSi∑
j=1

μj
yi

S j
i (x(k),u(k))+

nDi∑
j=1

ψ j
yi

D j
i (x(k),u(k)).

(35)

The S j
i and D j

i functions model the saturation and dead
zone nonlinearities that appear in the evolution and observa-
tion equations following the methodology in [7] (see Fig. 3).
nSi and nDi denote the number of saturation and dead zone
nonlinearities introduced by a subset of components, μ j

yi and
ψ

j
yi ∈ Rny × R, μ j

xi and ψ j
xi ∈ Rnx × R

S j
i (x(k),u(k))

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−M j
i if L j

i x(k)+ K j
i u(k) < −M j

i

L j
i x(k)+ K j

i u(k) if |L j
i x(k)+ K j

i u(k)| ≤ M j
i

M j
i if L j

i x(k)+ K j
i u(k) > M j

i

(36)

where M j
i ∈ R is a threshold, L j

i ∈ R×Rnx and K j
i ∈ R×Rnu

are constant matrices

D j
i (x(k),u(k))

=
{

F j
i x(k)+ Z j

i u(k) if
∣∣∣F j

i x(k)+ Z j
i u(k)

∣∣∣ ≤ N j
i

0 otherwise
(37)

where N j
i ∈ R is a threshold, F j

i ∈ R×Rnx and Z j
i ∈ R×Rnu

are constant matrices.

B. Incremental Behavior Automaton

The behavior automaton is a finite state generator of the
language L(HAk) resulting from abstracting the continuous
dynamics in terms of discrete signature-events [4], [6]. The

behavior automaton is defined by Bk =< Qk
, �

k
, T k

, q0 >.
1) Qk = Qk ∪ Qtk is a set of discrete states where:

a) Qk is a set of system modes;
b) Qtk is a set of transient modes.

2) q0 is the initial state.

3) �
k = �k ∪�Sigk

is the set of events where:

a) �k is a set of system events;
b) �Sigk

is a set of signature-events generated when
two modes are discernible according to (15).

4) T k
: Qk ×�k �→ Qk

is the partial transition function of
the behavior automaton.

In this paper, it is proposed to build Bk following
Algorithm 2, which is an adaptation of the previous approach
proposed in [31]. In particular, it is shown that Bk is built based
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Algorithm 2 B_Builder(qD(k))
1: Lh = ∅.
2: for all qi ∈ qD do
3: Lh = Lh ∪ {qi}
4: end for
5: while L 	= ∅ do
6: Lh = Lh \ {qi}
7: for all qj ∈ SuccsHA(qi) do
8: if qj /∈ Qk ∩ Qk

then
9: Qk = {qj} ∪ Qk−1

10: end if
11: Let σ is such as T (qi, σ ) = qj :
12: switch (σ )
13: case σ ∈ �k

o:
14: T k

(qi, σ ) := qj.
15: case σ ∈ �k

uo:
16: if qi and qj are discernible according to (15)

then
17: Qtk = {qt

i−j} ∪ Qtk−1.
18: δ := fSig_ev(qi, qj) according to (38).

19: if δ /∈ �k−1
then

20: �
k = {δ} ∪�k−1

21: end if
22: T k

(qi, σ ) := qt
i−j.

23: T k
(qt

i−j, δ) := qj.
24: else
25: if qj ∈ Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

then
26: Lh = Lh ∪ {qj}
27: end if
28: T k

(qi, σ ) := qj.
29: end if
30: end switch
31: end for
32: end while

on the discernibility properties presented in Section IV-B. The
algorithm explores HAk taking into account only the modes in
which the real system is possibly operating at time instant k.

Bk is built assuming that the system can be operating in one
of the modes qi of the belief mode qD(k). Then, an exploration
of each successor mode qj ∈ SuccsHA(qi), qi ∈ qD is carried o,
where SuccsHA(qi) = {qj ∈ Qk : ∃σ ∈ �k,Tk(qi, σ ) = qj}u.

The transitions outgoing the system modes belonging to
qD(k) in HAk are integrated into Bk and the discernibility
between the source and destination modes is studied when-
ever necessary (see Section IV). If a transition in HAk is
labeled by an observable event the transition is kept in Bk

(see lines 13–14). Otherwise, the discernibility property is
evaluated between the pair of modes (qi, qj) (see lines 15, 16).
If the two modes are discernible then a transient mode7

is added between these modes (see line 17). The outgoing
transition of the transient mode is associated with a signature-
event δ (see line 18) indicating that the mode change can

7The transient mode is the way to account for the HA HAk dwell time
requirement [7].

be observed by means of consistency indicators. Otherwise,
if the two modes are nondiscernible the original transition
is kept in Bk labeled with its corresponding unobservable
event (see line 28).

As in the case of Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 is guaranteed
to terminate in a finite number of steps, given that the number
of successor states of the behavior automaton states is finite.

The set of modes generated by the composition is par-
titioned into subsets of nondiscernible modes i.e., Qk

disc =
Qk
ν1

∪ · · · ∪ Qk
νN

. This information is stored in a knowledge
base used by Algorithm 2.

The signature-event δ labeling the transition from a mode qi

to a mode qj is indexed according to the case of discernibility
of the two modes (see line 18 of Algorithm 2), according to
the following function:

δ = fSig_ev : Q × Q → �Sig (38)

fSig_ev �→

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

δνi−νj if fdisc(qi, qj) = 1 according to
Proposition 2, where
qi ∈ Qk

νi
and qj ∈ Qk

νj

with Qk
νi
,Qk

νj
⊆ Qk

disc
δF ι

νi
if fdisc(qi, qj) = 1 according to

Proposition 3, where δF ι
ν

is associated
to a nonstructural fault fl belonging
to a subset F ι

νi
with ι ∈ Z+

δ if fdisc(qi, qj) = 1 according to
Proposition 4.

The event label allows for distinguishing between the dis-
cernibility cases analyzed in Section IV, so that the diagnoser
can be properly built.

C. Incremental Hybrid Diagnoser

The diagnoser is a finite state machine Dk =
< Qk

D, �
k
D,Tk

D, qD0 >, where:
1) qD0 = {q0,∅} is the initial state of the diagnoser, which

is assumed to correspond to a nominal system mode;
2) Qk

D is a subset of the diagnoser states. An ele-
ment qD ∈ Qk

D is a set of the form qD(k) =
{(q1, l1), (q2, l2), · · · (qn, ln)}, where qi ∈ Qk

and li ∈
�F where �F defines the power set of fault labels
�F = �Fs ∪ �Fns with �Fs = { f1, . . . , fγ }, and
�Fns = { f ∗

1 , . . . , f ∗
μ}, respectively, γ + μ is the total

number of fault combinations and γ, μ ∈ Z+. In �F ,
∅ represents the nominal behavior;

3) �k
D = �

k
o is the set of all observable events in Bk;

4) T k
D : Qk

D ×�
k
o �→ Qk

D is a partial transition function of
the diagnoser.

The transition function T k
D can be calculated according to

procedure described in [28] and [13], from the incremen-
tal behavior automaton Bk. According to this procedure, a
diagnoser automaton is built like an observer automaton with
the difference that labels reporting whether fault events have
occurred are attached to the diagnoser states. The algorithm to
build the transition function is executed after the occurrence
of an observable event whenever there are behavior automaton
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states to be introduced that have not been previously visited.
The part of the diagnoser obtained takes into account only
the possible successor states and hence transitions that may
occur next.

D. Mode Tracking Logic

Given a set of observations of the system, a mode change
can be expected if consistency indicators of the current mode
have changed. The minimal time to observe that change is
given by the dwell time requirement, which guarantees that
residuals, and hence consistency indicators, can be properly
computed [5].

The following results provide conditions for transition
detection and transition identification.

Proposition 5: If �i(k − 1) = 0 and �i(k) 	= 0, then a
transition from qi ∈ Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

to another mode is suspected
at time instant k.

Proof: According to the residual definition (8), �i(k) = 0
indicates that the system is not in mode qi anymore, hence a
transition is suspected.

Proposition 5 is used to decide if a mode change has
occurred by monitoring the set of consistency indicators of
the possible current modes, i.e., modes in the belief mode.

Proposition 6: Assuming that HAk is in mode qi and a
transition has been suspected at time instant k according to
Proposition 5, then:

1) if �i(k) = FSi(•, fj) then a transition to qj ∈ Qk
Fns

is
detected at time instant k;

2) if �j(k) = 0 and T k(qi, τij) = qj, then a transition to
qj ∈ Qk

N ∪ Qk
Fs

is detected at time instant k.

Proof: Consider the following.

1) If FS(•, fj) = �i(k), then the system is in mode
qj ∈ Qk

Fns
from (12)–(14).

2) If a transition from qi has been suspected and qj is a suc-
cessor of qi, then by the definition of residual, �j(k) = 0
indicates that the system has possibly transitioned to qj.

Let us notice that Proposition 6 does not necessarily iden-
tify a unique mode qj. In particular, condition 1) or 2) of
Proposition 6 may be satisfied for more than one index, which
corresponds to the cases of ambiguous nonstructural faulty
modes and ambiguous structural faulty modes, respectively.
This logic is used to identify the set of possible mode changes
through Algorithm 3. Since a diagnoser state may refer to a set
of modes of HAk, in the algorithm the consistency indicators
to be monitored are gathered and denoted by �qDi

(k).

E. Complexity Analysis

During the online diagnosis process, all blocks shown in
Fig. 1 cooperate. A mode change triggers the occurrence of
an observable or unobservable discrete event of HAk. The diag-
noser is in some state of the belief state qD(k) and waits for the
occurrence of an event. If the event is identified, HAk and Bk

are updated following Algorithms 1 and 2, and Dk is extended
accordingly.

The complexity of our incremental hybrid diagnosis method
can be analyzed with respect to time, i.e., referring to the com-
putation time that is required to provide a diagnosis whenever

Algorithm 3 Event_Processing(qD(k))
1: loop
2: wait until �qDi(k) 	= 0 or σo ∈ �o occurs
3: if σo occurs then
4: σD := σo

5: else
6: for all qDj ∈ Succs(qDi) do
7: if �qDj(k) = 0 then
8: COND1 := true
9: break

10: end if
11: end for
12: for all qDj ∈ Succs(qDi) do
13: if �qDi

(k) = FSνi(•,F ι
νi
) then

14: COND2 := true
15: break
16: end if
17: end for
18: if COND1 = false and COND2 = false then
19: print Unknown event
20: else
21: if COND1 and COND2 then
22: σD := δ

23: else
24: if COND1 then
25: σD := δνi−νj

26: else
27: σD := δF ι

νi
28: end if
29: end if
30: end if
31: return
32: end if
33: end loop

an event occurs, and with respect to space, i.e., referring to
the space required to store the manipulated objects, in par-
ticular the incremental diagnoser. Generating the diagnoser in
an incremental way is expected to decrease spatial complexity
but increase temporal complexity (we show below that this is
not actually the case).

It is well known that the standard diagnoser’s spatial com-
plexity is exponential in O(2nq), where nq is the number of
states of the behavior automaton. This complexity refers to
the worst case, which assumes that all events are observable
and that, in a given behavior automaton state, there is a set
of outgoing transitions toward every other state, all labeled by
the same event, for every possible event. In our incremental
method, the number of modes of the behavior automaton nk

q at

some iteration k depends on the events that have been issued so
far. Hence the spatial complexity of the diagnoser at iteration k
is O(2nk

q), which is still exponential but with lower exponent
since nk

q ≤ nq. Assuming that the mean number of succes-

sor modes to be introduced at each iteration is s, at iteration
k + 1 the spatial complexity of the diagnoser is increased to
O(2nk+1

q ) = O(2nk
q+s) in the worst case, i.e., when no successor
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mode has already been visited at previous iterations. Hence, if
the system was to issue all possible events and all the modes
of the behavior automaton were to be visited over the suc-
cessive iterations, it is clear that the spatial complexity would
tend to the complexity of the global diagnoser O(2nk

q).
Nevertheless, our method stands on the fact that a real sys-

tem never undergoes all the possible faulty modes that are
anticipated in the hybrid model. From a practical point of
view, controlled systems are generally designed so that the
control compensates for the faults and reconfiguration poli-
cies are applied, allowing the system to run only under the
presence of a very limited number of faults. This means that,
although the number of possible faulty modes is theoretically
high, the system really operates in a limited subset of modes
and nk

q remains of the same order of magnitude as the num-
ber of nominal operation modes nnom

q even when k → +∞.
This means that after a few iterations all the successors tend
to have already been visited and s → 0, resulting in spatial
complexity remaining constant and comparable to O(2nnom

q ).
For instance, in the case study presented in Section VI, there
are just 16 nominal modes versus 458 752 modes in total.

It is also important to notice that practical cases are gen-
erally far from the worse case and closer to the best case in
which, in a given behavior automaton state, the outgoing tran-
sitions are all labeled by a different observable event (it is
true for our case study). Notice that in our hybrid framework,
this is related to mode discernibility. In this case, the spatial
complexity of the diagnoser is O(nk

q), i.e., linear in the number
of states of the behavior automaton. Furthermore, according to
the above considerations, this complexity comes back to linear

in the number of nominal modes, i.e., O(nnom
q ), and remains

constant over iterations.
The above analysis implies that the spatial complexity of

the average case C̄s is between the two bounds determined

above, i.e., O(nnom
q ) ≤ C̄s ≤ O(2nnom

q ).
From the point of view of temporal complexity, it is impor-

tant to notice that we are neither interested in the time required
to build the (entire) diagnoser over the iterations (our method
is just based on the idea that such machine does not need to
be built) nor in the total time required to build the incremen-
tal diagnoser Dk over a sequence of iterations from 0 to k.
For real-time purposes, we are actually interested in the time
required to update the diagnosis when a new event occurs,
i.e., the time required in the worst case by one iteration. In the
standard case, updating the diagnosis is O(1) since the diag-
nosis is returned in constant time by tracing the last incoming
event issued by the system in the global diagnoser. In the incre-
mental case, temporal complexity can be estimated from the
number of behavioral automaton states that must be processed
to extend the diagnoser, their own connectivity and their con-
nectivity with respect to the states that have been visited in
previous iterations. Time complexity is hence, in the worst
case, in the order of s(s − 1)/2 + s × nk

q + 1. In practice, the
fact that s rapidly tends to 0 over iterations hence implies
that time complexity is also rapidly O(1) and that diagnosis
computation is as fast as for the standard method (the same
reasoning holds for the best case, which is linear).

Summarizing, the incremental method significantly reduces
the online memory requirement keeping the online execution
time negligible. It adapts to the actual operational life of the
system and does not waste resources in considering all the
theoretical mode space. In the case in which there are memory
storage limitations, the incremental approach is definitively a
good option.

F. Incremental Method Assessment

This section qualifies the incremental hybrid diagnosis
method by assessing a set of properties. It also discusses the
method in relation with diagnosability analysis.

The correctness of the method relies on the correctness
of the incremental diagnoser, which comes quite obviously.
Indeed, the way the incremental diagnoser is constructed for
a given incoming event is the same as the one that would
be used for this event if the diagnoser was completely built
beforehand (off-line). Its correctness hence relies on the stan-
dard diagnoser correctness, which has been proved in [28].
More specifically, Sampath et al. [28] proved that the occur-
rence of failures in the system can be detected with a finite
delay by inspecting the states of the diagnoser.

On reception of an incoming event, one run of the algo-
rithms composing the method updates HAk and Bk by includ-
ing the set of relevant successor modes and extends the
incremental diagnoser Dk accordingly. Algorithm 1 includes
conditions to recognize whether the introduced modes have
been previously considered (see line 17). Above all, the num-
ber of successors is finite. Hence the algorithms are guaranteed
to terminate in a finite number of steps.

To be applicable, the incremental method must meet real-
time requirements, which relies on the fact that the maximum
time to compute the transition function of the diagnoser should
not be greater than the minimum time delay between two
observable events. Given the discrete-time implementation, the
minimum time delay between two events, hence the maximum
time to compute the transition function, is one period of the
sampling time used by the computer. With our implementa-
tion of the hybrid diagnoser, the real-time constraint is met
for the case study presented in the next section, where the
sampling time is 300 s. However, in an application with faster
dynamics, the applicability of the method must be carefully
analyzed.

Let us notice that the incremental method has been devised
for on-line diagnosis applications. However, it is well-known
that the diagnoser can also be used at the design stage for
analyzing the diagnosability of the system [28]. So, one may
ask to what extend diagnosability analysis is still possible
with the incremental diagnoser. Diagnosability is the ability
to detect and isolate all anticipated faulty situations with-
out ambiguity from the measurements acquired on a bounded
time window. In the hybrid framework, measurements con-
sist in continuous signals as well as discrete events. In [5],
diagnosability has been formalized and studied for hybrid sys-
tems based on the same HA framework as used in this paper.
This paper takes advantage of the abstraction of the continu-
ous dynamics by a set of signature-events that preserve mode
discernibility. The conditions that indicate that some faults are
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Fig. 4. Representative part of the sewer network.

nondiagnosable are then similar to the conditions for DES,
i.e., the diagnoser includes an undeterminate cycle as defined
in [5] and [28].

The incremental method uses a partial diagnoser at each
iteration. If the system is nondiagnosable, the partial diag-
noser may as well exhibit the conditions that indicate that
some faults are nondiagnosable, i.e., include an undeterminate
cycle. This will happen if the faulty modes already explored
over previous iterations during the on-line operation are non-
diagnosable. This means that the incremental diagnoser allows
for local diagnosability analysis. However, full diagnosability
analysis requires the global diagnoser and can hence only be
achieved if all the behaviors represented in the model happen
to be explored on-line, but this is just what the incremental
method wants to avoid.

VI. APPLICATION CASE STUDY

To illustrate the method, a representative part of the sewer
network of Barcelona presented in [25] is used. Sewer net-
works present several elements exhibiting numerous operating
modes depending on the sewer flows. Sewer networks may be
modeled using the virtual tank modeling approach. Therefore,
the decomposition of the sewer network in catchments looks
like what is shown in Fig. 4. The elements that appear in the
sewer are: 1) nine virtual tanks; 2) one real tank; 3) three
redirection gates; 4) one retention gate; and 5) one four rain
gauges to measure the rain intensity and ten limnimeters to
measure the sewer level. The control gates are commanded by
a controller where actions are open gate or close depending
on the flow in the sewer.

Fig. 5. Component automata.

Fig. 6. Initial incremental HA HAinit.

A. Hybrid Modeling

A HA model can be obtained to represent the hybrid phe-
nomena present in the network associated with the virtual
tanks and the control gates. As proposed by our incremen-
tal method, the hybrid model is obtained incrementally from
the automata for each component. The general automaton for a
virtual tank is given by two discrete states: 1) overflow (o) and
2) nonoverflow (wo) as shown in Fig. 5 (left side). Regarding
the control gates, there are four discrete states, the nominal
behaviors (open or closed) and the faulty behaviors [stuck open
(so) or stuck closed sc] such as shown in Fig. 5 (right side).

The elements of the sewer can be described by the set
of equations below according to the component configura-
tion. The dynamic model of the virtual tank is given by
the following discrete-time equation representing the water
volume:

Ti : vi(k + 1) = vi(k)+�t(�in
i (k)− �out

i (k)− �des
i (k))

with i ∈ {0, 1}. The overflow is given by

�des
i (k) =

{
�in

i (k)− �out
i (k) if vi(k) ≥ vi

0 otherwise.
(39)

The input flow associated with a virtual tank is given by

�in
i = �

pluv
i (k)+

H∑
h=1

�
outh
i (k)+

L∑
l=1

�
desl
i (k) (40)
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Fig. 7. Initial incremental behavior automaton Binit.

where �pluv
i (k) = Siφiui(k) is associated with the rain inten-

sity, �outh
i (k) corresponds to all the output flows of the other

tanks pouring into the tank Ti and �desl
i (k) corresponds to all

overflows pouring into the tank Ti and h, l ∈ Z+.
The output flow for every tank is given by

�out
i (k) =

{
βivi(k) if �in

i (k) < �out
i (k)

βivi if vi(k) ≥ vi.
(41)

The relation between level and volume and the measure-
ments provided by the sensors are described by the equations
below

Li(k) = βi
Mi

vi(k). (42)

The input flow to a control gate is divided into two out-
put flows where the values depend on the position: 1) open
(αj = 0) or 2) close (αj = 1)

�out
Gj
(k) =

{
�aGj

(k) = (1 − αj)�
in
Gj
(k)

�bGj
(k) = αj�

in
Gj
(k).

(43)

The composition is based on the automata of virtual tanks
and control gates.

Notice that the tank overflow nonlinearity can be repre-
sented by a dead zone function (36), whereas the tank output
flow equation can be described by a saturation function (37).
In this case, the dead zone and saturation nonlinearities only
depend on the tank volume. Given the system configura-
tion, through this parametrization, a general model is obtained
such that when a mode change is detected, new modes are
generated, and the model is properly instantiated.

The set �s = {σuo1, σuo2, σuo3, σuo4, . . . , σuo17 , σuo18} rep-
resents the unobservable spontaneous events. Event σuo1 cor-
responds to the volume in tank T1 reaching its maximum,
i.e., v1 ≥ v1. Event σuo2 corresponds to the case in which the
input flow is less than the output flow from T1, i.e., qin

1 < qout
1 .

The other events are related to the other virtual tanks. The set
�Fs = {σf 1, σf 2, σf 3, σf 4, σf 5, σf 6} represents the fault events
related to structural faulty modes (faults in the control gates)
and �Fns = {σf 7, . . . , σf 16, σf 17, . . . , σf 20} the fault events
related to nonstructural faulty modes (faults in the sensors).
The set �c = {σo1, σo2, σo3, σo4, σo5, σo6} gathers the input

Fig. 8. Initial incremental diagnoser Dinit.

events issued by a controller corresponding to closing or
opening the valves.

In order to graphically illustrate Algorithms 1 and 2, let
us consider two virtual tanks (T1,T2) and one control gate
G1 in the representative part of the sewer network. Applying
Algorithm 1, the initial incremental hybrid model HAinit is
obtained assuming that initially no tank is overflowing and
G1 is open (see Fig. 6). Notice that transitions labeled with
f3, f4, f5, and f6 in the figure correspond to nonstructural fault
events (generated by lines 7–10 of Algorithm 1). Transitions
labeled with uo1, uo3, o1, o2, f 1, and f 2 lead to the suc-
cessors modes generated by the parallel composition function
at line 11 of Algorithm 1 for the initial mode. In this case,
the mode labeled with T1wo.G1so.T1wo and the initial mode
are nondiscernible. As mentioned before, the deepness of the
HA model exploration depends on the discernibility property
between the successor modes and the current mode, hence
HAk must be extended one level further. The same procedure
is repeated for this successor mode.

Applying Algorithm 2, the initial incremental behavior
automaton Binit is obtained (see Fig. 7). Modes in dashed
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Fig. 9. Binary residuals.

line correspond to the transient modes generated evaluat-
ing the discernibility property (see lines 15–23). The gen-
erated signature-events are δ13, δ14, δ12, δF1

ν1
, δF2

ν1
, and

δF3
ν1

(see line 18). Transitions in dashed line show that the
destination mode is a faulty mode. Modes q1 and q5 are
given by an observable event, therefore the transition is kept
(see lines 13, 14). Modes q1 and q9 do not have a transient
mode between them because they are nondiscernible, hence
the transition is kept (see line 28). Modes labeled as qj

i corre-
spond to those nonstructural faulty modes where i represents
its path in HAk and j the considered nonstructural fault.

Notice that Binit includes the possible events that may occur.
The initial diagnoser (see Fig. 8) is obtained applying the
procedure mentioned in Section V-C to Binit.

B. Simulation Results

Considering the whole sewer, assume that system follows
the mode sequence q1 → q3 → q57 → q38 → q54 → q5 →
q585 with a sample time of �t = 300 s.

Mode q1 refers to the situation in which no tank is
in overflow. Mode q3 refers to T1 being in overflow. q57
refers to T2,T4,T5, and T12 being in overflow. q38 refers to
T2, T4, and T5 being in overflow. Mode q54 refers to T5 and T4
being in overflow and mode q5 refers to T5 being in over-
flow. The diagnoser must track the right mode sequence and
detect and isolate the possible faults from an incrementally
built behavior automaton Bk.

The set of residuals are only generated for modes that are
visited in HAk. In this way, the efficient use of memory is
guaranteed. There is a set of ten residuals per group using the
expression given by (8).

Fig. 9 shows the set of residuals for the concerned modes in
the sequence. Remark that the residuals of a given mode are
consistent with measurements whenever the system remains in
this mode. The signature-events identified during the simula-
tion are shown in black vertical dashed lines in Fig. 9. Events
correspond to a virtual tank reaching an overflow situation, a
virtual tank leaving an overflow situation and a nonstructural
fault in a sensor. These events are reported in Table II. Notice
for instance that when the system is in mode q3, �67(k) = 0
during the time interval [3600, 3900s] whereas the remaining
consistency relations differ from zero.

Next, a nonstructural fault occurs at 7800 s, that is detected
by the diagnoser. The set of consistency indicators of mode
q5 are used to isolate the fault. The observed signature is
[ 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]t which, according to FS58, corresponds to
a fault in sensor L41 (see Fig. 10). Finally, the hybrid diag-
noser stops and reports the diagnosis. Indeed, a nonstructural
faults needs to be repaired before the diagnoser can resume.

The report given by the hybrid diagnoser is shown in
Table II. The first column represents mode changes in HAk,
the second one, the identified events. The third column
corresponds to the diagnoser state information and total
number of states generated, the fourth one shows the total
number of residuals generated. The last two columns show
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Fig. 10. Residuals of mode q23 when fL41 is detected.

TABLE II
HYBRID DIAGNOSER REPORT FOR THE SIMULATION SCENARIO

TABLE III
SEWER NETWORK COMPLEXITY FOR THE SIMULATION SCENARIO

the occurrence time and the detection time of the identified
events.

Table III shows in detail how the incremental automata HAk,
Bk, and Dk are built when an incoming event is observed and
identified. The first column shows the transitions that occur
during the simulation scenario, which is described in Table II.
The second column shows how the number of generated resid-
uals increases with every mode change. Similarly, the third,
fourth and fifth columns show how the number of modes of
HAk, modes and transitions of Bk and states of Dk increase
with every mode change.

Table IV provides a comparison of the results obtained with
the proposed method and those obtained according to the no-
incremental method of [6] and [31], standing out the benefits

TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN INCREMENTAL AND NONINCREMENTAL

METHOD FOR THE SIMULATION SCENARIO

of the proposed method. As can be seen, the process complex-
ity increases with the number of operation modes. Hence, the
nonincremental method could have a very high cost.

As can be seen in Table IV, the complexity of the incre-
mental method is much lower than the complexity of the
standard method and is in accordance with the discussions
in Section V-F. The number of explored and generated modes
remains quite tractable.

VII. CONCLUSION

A method to incrementally build online a hybrid diagnoser
has been presented. The diagnoser is built whenever the sys-
tem requires it after an event occurs (signature-event or input
event). The method comprises the detection and isolation of
structural and nonstructural faults which are modeled in the
system model. The diagnoser executes the tasks of mode
recognition and identification using the consistency indica-
tors generated from a set of residuals for every mode, and
then builds the part of the diagnoser required by the system’s
operation. Thus, the obtained diagnoser requires less memory
space and can be efficiently computed online. The application
of the proposed method to the Barcelona sewer network case
study clearly shows its advantages compared to the off-line
diagnoser generation approach.
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The proposed approach could be accommodated by com-
puting off-line the part of the diagnoser corresponding to
the modes with highest probability, in particular the nomi-
nal modes, and building the rest of the diagnoser as proposed
whenever it is necessary. This would achieve even better
space/time complexity.

The implementation used in the application presented in this
paper is totally software since the sampling time was large
enough to allow real-time operation. In case of a shorter sam-
pling time, the use of a hardware or mixed hardware/software
implementation would be necessary. These alternative imple-
mentation architectures will be part of future research work.
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